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Edward Royce Just sent a letter to the @whitehouse urging Obama to identify an addl $2 trillion in cuts. Read it here: http://t.co/EMonnag 6 minutes ago
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Party breakdown
Total Tweeters by party (403)

- Democrat: 168
- Republican: 233
- Independent: 2
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Winners

Everyone who’s trying
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Losers

Everyone who isn’t engaging
Not Engaging!

Non-Tweeters

**Rep. Mike Conaway ★ R - TX**
This official is not yet on Twitter. You can help fix that!
Contact Rep. Conaway today:

call: 202-225-3605
fax: 202-225-1783
direct: contact
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/mikeconaway11

**Rep. Blake Farenthold ★ R - TX**
This official is not yet on Twitter. You can help fix that!
Contact Rep. Farenthold today:

call: 202-225-7742
fax: 202-226-1134
direct: contact

**Rep. Ralph Hall ★ R - TX**
This official is not yet on Twitter. You can help fix that!
Contact Rep. Hall today:

call: 202-225-6673
fax: 202-225-3332
direct: contact
Those who don’t get it

Congressional Spammers!

Tweet Congress
Darn lies and statistics

- Launched Dec. 29th 2008
- Found or recruited over 350 reps to join Twitter
- Republicans have had 2-to-1 advantage over Democrats since launch
- Democracy is Spreading! UK, Australia, Canada, Brazil, EU, Netherlands and more.
- State Governments join the craze! TweetIllinois & TweetWisconsin
Data is Power
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Edward Spence sent a letter to the White House urging Obama to identify an adult as a "child" in an adult job.

Speaker Boehner Announces Appointments to Joint Select Committee on Deficit Reduction | Speaker of the House John Boehner: *"Our debt and deficits are a threat to our economy, and Americans cannot achieve long term job growth until we take action to address this."*

GOP raises more questions about healthcare waivers - The Hill's Healthcare

House Republicans announced Wednesday to see if two companies of the Health and Human Services Department don’t voluntarily turn over more documents about controversial waivers from part of the healthcare reform law. Oversight committee Chairman Dave Camp (R-Mich.).
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